Label-free cell nuclear imaging by Grüneisen relaxation photoacoustic microscopy
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Photoacoustic microscopy (PAM) with ultraviolet (UV) laser illumination has recently been demonstrated as a promising tool that provides fast, label-free, and multilayered histologic imaging of human breast tissue. Thus far, the axial resolution has been determined ultrasonically. To enable optically defined axial resolution, we exploit the Grüneisen relaxation (GR) effect. By imaging mouse brain slices, we show that GRUV-PAM reveals detailed information about three-dimensional cell nuclear distributions and internal structures, which are important diagnostic features for cancers. Due to the nonlinear effect, GRUV-PAM also provides better contrast in images of cell nuclei. © 2018 Optical Society of America
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Photoacoustic (PA) tomography (PAT) has been demonstrated as a powerful tool in biomedicine, offering multiscale imaging capability while providing rich optical absorption contrast [1–4]. The absorption coefficient is an endogenous biomarker of various biological components in tissue. When tissue is irradiated by a short-pulsed laser, the absorption of the incident photons thermo-elastically generates wideband ultrasonic waves, which can be detected by an ultrasonic transducer for image reconstruction. Because biomolecules all absorb differently at different wavelengths, PAT can selectively image different biomolecules with illumination laser wavelengths properly chosen according to the biomolecules’ absorption spectra. Among PAT implementations, optical-resolution photoacoustic microscopy (OR-PAM) achieves the highest resolution by tightly focusing the illumination region with a diffraction-limited light spot. OR-PAM has been used to image cell nuclei [5], cytoplasm [6], blood vessels [7], and organelles [8]. Depending on the specific absorption of DNA/RNA molecules, using ultraviolet (UV) exposure with OR-PAM is highly efficient for label-free cell nuclear imaging. The short wavelength of UV light allows focusing to a small light spot, providing subcellular resolution to reveal the morphological information of individual cell nuclei, which is significant for cancer diagnosis [9–12]. Recently, histology-like multilayered imaging achieved by UV OR-PAM has been reported [13,14], which could enable fast and label-free intraoperative margin assessment. However, similar to other conventional OR-PAM techniques, the axial resolution in the reported works is acoustically determined, limited by the acoustic bandwidth of the detected PA signal [15]. So far, the sectioning ability of conventional OR-PAM is insufficient to separate signals from different cell layers within one axial acoustic pixel, which decreases the contrast for cell nuclear visualization. To improve the axial resolution using optical sectioning, nonlinear effects can be utilized, such as two-photon absorption [16] and the Grüneisen relaxation (GR) effect [17–20]. The Grüneisen parameter of a material relates the thermally induced initial pressure to the thermal energy deposition. As the Grüneisen parameter is temperature dependent, it can be altered by transient light absorption and then relaxed to its baseline value over time (e.g., <1 μs), which is called the GR effect. In this Letter, we demonstrate that the GR effect can be combined with UV OR-PAM, and we achieve label-free optically sectioned images of cell nuclei, revealing their precise distribution in three dimensions, and even their internal structures in a cross section. Moreover, compared with conventional linear UV OR-PAM (LUV-PAM) images, GRUV-PAM not only greatly improves the sectioning ability, but also enhances the contrast between cell nuclei and their background (which comes from other absorbers, such as cytoplasm or out-of-focus cell nuclei). This work will be important for further improving the
performance of the UV-PAM system for histologic imaging. The revealed internal structures in cell nuclei are vital features for making accurate diagnoses.

In GR-PAM, a pre-heating laser pulse is fired before the main PA excitation pulse to obtain nonlinear PA signals. The pre-heating laser can be either a pulsed laser or a continuously working laser with a brief on period, and it is coaxially focused at the same lateral position as the main laser for PA excitation. The pre-heating increases the Grüneisen parameter of the irradiated sample, which is a factor that affects the subsequently excited PA amplitude. The increased Grüneisen parameter can be expressed by

$$\Gamma = \Gamma_0 + k\eta_\mu_s F_1 \exp(-t/\Delta),$$

(1)

where $\Gamma_0$ is the original Grüneisen parameter at the baseline temperature; $k$ is a linear factor relating the increase of the Grüneisen parameter and the absorbed energy; $\eta$ is the heat conversion efficiency; $\mu_s$ is the optical absorption coefficient of the sample; $F_1$ is the optical fluence of the pre-heating laser; and $\Delta$ is the thermal relaxation time, which is of the order of microseconds for the targeted spatial resolution.

The PA amplitude, from a planer absorber which has a lateral dimension greater than the optical focal diameter, caused by the sequential laser pulse $F_2$ can be calculated by the following integration over the lateral plane $[20,21]$

$$P = \iint \Gamma_0 \eta_\mu_s F_2 ds \exp(-t/\Delta) \, ds$$

$$= \iint (\Gamma_0 \eta_\mu_s F_2 + k\eta^2\mu_s^2 F_1 F_2 \exp(-t/\Delta)) ds$$

$$= P_0 + k\eta^2\mu_s^2 \exp(-t/\Delta) \iint F_1 F_2 ds,$$

(2)

where $P_0$ is the standard PA amplitude without pre-heating.

In GR-PAM, the nonlinear PA signals can be extracted by subtracting the PA signals without heating from the PA signals with heating. If $F_1$ and $F_2$ have the same spatial distribution but differ only in intensity by a constant factor $\theta$, i.e., $F_1 = \theta F_2$, the nonlinear PA signals, termed GR signals ($P_{GR}$), can be computed by

$$P_{GR} = P - P_0 = \theta k\eta^2\mu_s^2 \exp(-t/\Delta) \iint F_2^2 ds.$$

(3)

The GR signal is proportional to $\iint F_2^2 ds$, which is no longer invariant with depth. Instead, it decays when absorbers are axially moved away from the optical focus. But in conventional OR-PAM, the PA signal stimulated by $F_2$ is proportional to $\iint F_2 ds$, which is a constant due to the conservation of the total optical energy at different depths. In other words, in GR-PAM, optical sectioning can be achieved in the axial dimension. If we take a Gaussian approximation for the light beam, the axial resolution $\Delta z$ can be expressed by $[20]$

$$\Delta z = 1.8 \frac{\lambda}{NA^2},$$

(4)

where $\lambda$ is the optical wavelength, and NA is the numerical aperture of the optical focal lens.

A schematic of the GRUV-PAM experimental system is shown in Fig. 1. The PA amplitude, from a planer absorber which has a lateral dimension greater than the optical focal diameter, caused by the sequential laser pulse $F_2$ can be calculated by the following integration over the lateral plane $[20,21]$
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comparison to GRUV-PAM, we scanned the cell nucleus at different depths, with a step size of 6.25 μm. At each depth (i.e., axial position), we calculated the maximum amplitude projection for both LUV-PAM and GRUV-PAM [Fig. 2(d)]. GRUV-PAM clearly shows sectioning of the cell nucleus. Expectedly, LUV-PAM does not show any observable signal difference within 25 μm, which is still smaller than the acoustic resolution (∼48 μm) [14]. The data points for GR are fitted with a Gaussian profile. The full width at half-maximum (FWHM) is ∼15 μm, which matches well with our theoretical estimation (14.8 μm) with the NA of 0.18 and wavelength of 266 nm [20].

Next, to show the optical sectioning capability of GRUV-PAM in three dimensions, we imaged a small portion of a mouse brain slice with an axial step size of 6.25 μm at four depths and a lateral step size of 0.94 μm, which was close to the lateral optical focal spot size of the current system. The theoretical lateral resolution is 0.64 μm, improved by $\sqrt{2}$ times over LUV-PAM. Because the main advantage of GRUV-PAM for cell nuclear imaging is its improvement in axial resolution, and to provide the optimal balance between resolution and scanning time, we have used a lateral step size that is slightly larger than the theoretical lateral resolution. Using these parameters for GRUV-PAM, the imaging speed was $4 \times 10^4 \mu$m$^3$/s. The pulse energies of laser I and laser II were 15 nJ and 8 nJ, respectively. In LUV-PAM, all the cell nuclei show similar brightness at different depths [Fig. 3(a)], whereas in GRUV-PAM, only the cell nuclei near the optical focal plane appear [Fig. 3(b)]. Three cell nuclei are marked by red dashed lines to clearly indicate the same pair of nuclei for better comparison. To show the improved axial resolution, Figs. 3(c) and 3(d) show depth resolved LUV-PAM and GRUV-PAM images, respectively, along the white line marked in Fig. 3(a). The results clearly demonstrate that the GRUV-PAM image [Fig. 3(d)] reveals individual cell nuclei, while the LUV-PAM image [Fig. 3(c)] shows uniform signals at different depths.

To further show the importance of GRUV-PAM for medical applications, we imaged a larger field of view (440 × 130 μm$^2$) of a mouse brain slice so that more cell nuclei could be seen (the pulse energies of laser I and laser II were 25 nJ and 20 nJ, respectively). The LUV-PAM image is shown in Fig. 4(a), and the GRUV-PAM image of the corresponding region is shown in Fig. 4(b). After normalizing the two images, it is clear...
that the GRUV-PAM image [Fig. 4(b)] has better contrast than the LUV-PAM image [Fig. 4(a)]. Within the zoomed-in regions in Figs. 4(a) and 4(b), the internal structures of the cell nuclei are invisible in LUV-PAM [Fig. 4(c)], but are revealed in the GRUV-PAM image [Fig. 4(d)]. These internal features are critical to making accurate diagnoses. GRUV-PAM also provides better contrast. To show the improvement of contrast quantitatively, we compared two line profiles of Figs. 4(a) and 4(b). The contrast was quantified as $c = (P_{\text{max}} - P_{\text{min}})/P_{\text{min}}$, where $P_{\text{max}}$ is the peak pixel value of the nucleus, and $P_{\text{min}}$ is the smallest pixel value of the nucleus (i.e., background). The contrast is enhanced by a factor of $\sim 3.3$ for the line profile in Fig. 4(c). Figure 4(f) shows that the out-of-focus signals from deeper nuclei or cytoplasm are suppressed, and thus a better contrast is achieved in GRUV-PAM.

To conclude, we have developed a GRUV-PAM system with a 15 $\mu$m axial resolution. The theoretical lateral resolution is 0.64 $\mu$m. In comparing its performance with conventional LUV-PAM using mouse brain slices, the advantages of GRUV-PAM are clear. The sectioning capability is determined optically instead of acoustically. Benefiting from the optical sectioning imaging capability of GRUV-PAM, accurate three-dimensional distributions and internal structures of cell nuclei can be revealed, which are important diagnostic features in many cancer diseases. Moreover, the contrast in cell nuclear imaging is also improved, which boosts the image quality further. An aspheric lens with a higher NA can be used to further improve both the axial and lateral resolutions. However, because a correspondingly smaller scanning step size would be needed and thus decrease the imaging speed, the optimal value of NA used in the system will depend on the specific application. Because two sequential excitations are needed in GRPAM to trigger the nonlinear effect, the pulse energies should be controlled carefully to prevent any sample damage. In summary, we believe that, given its optical sectioning capability, UV-PAM will find potential applications in clinical settings.
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